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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Replies to Malecki
Editor;
In answer to the malicious letter published in the April 28
SYNAPSE, entitled "The Day of
Concern", 1 wish to identify myself as the graduate student cited
in Mr. Malecki's article as having taught at San Francisco State
College throughout the studentfaculty strike.
1 provide the alleged example
of "intimidation of a student who
does not conform". 1 categorically deny that any faculty member has attempted to intimidate
me or sought to coerce me into
holding a particular political view
during my four years in the Department of Microbiology. The account given in the article is a
grotesquely distorted version of
a conversation between Mr. Malecki and myself, and its publication without my knowledge represents an outrageous breach of

aded as "facts" without consulting,
to my knowledge, any graduate student in Microbiology, or otherwise
seeking verification. Such verification, of course, would be impossible to find.
jane L. Noble

ticipated, which does not speak
very highly for the mythical pressure which was applied. In addition, of the four faculty members
mentioned in the article, I was
die only one involved in organizing
Graduate Student the Day of Concern, although three
Department of Microbiology of us did participate in the educa-

And

. ..

Editor:
As one who was intimately involved with the Day of Concern
and mentioned by name in Mr.
Malecki's article in the April 28
issue of SYNAPSE, I would like
to correct the many inaccuracies

and misconceptions contained in

the article.
First, Mr. Malecki states that

tional activities on March 4th.
Third is the point blank statement, "Faculty members in this
Department are active in politics".
1 submit, Mr. Malecki, that you
have no knowledge of the political
activities of the members of this
department. To the best of my
knowledge, no one, except myself, has done anything more political than register in the party
of his choice in the two years
that I have been here. We do,
however, plead guilty to discuss-

"all students that 1 observed were
from one department" and therefore "the spontaneity of the move- ing current events, a practice
ment must be dropped". He asks which I hope will continue.
you to believe that simply beFourth is the comment that one
confidence.
cause he saw only certain stu- of the methods they used to "coNot only does this show a lack dents, that others did not par- erce" graduate students to accept
of "individual responsibility" on ticipate. If Mr. Malecki had ex- their ideas (is the) simple statehis part, but can only make me pressed his concern to me I would ment before November elections
wonder which of his "friends" have demonstrated to him that "everybody in the academic comwill give him fuel for his next graduate students from other de- munity is voting for Eldridge
article.
partments, medical students, fac- Cleaver". Mr. Malecki, are you
Neither my academic progress ulty from other departments in the saying that such obvious baloney
nor my personal relationships with School of Medicine and the School could be used to coerce someone,
my associates have deteriorated as of Dentistry, and employees had anyone? Are you saying that somea consequence of my teaching at joined in this broad based, campus one in this Department said that 7
San Francisco State College. The wide activity.
I'd say that the members of this
fact is that if I had been influenced
Second, Mr. Malecki extrapo- Department were somewhat more
to the point of coercion by any lates from his original erroneous sophisticated in their analysis of
of my co-workers who supported observation (e.g., all students were the November election!
the strike, 1 would not have confrom one department) to the conFifth, as to the accusation of
tinued to teach.
cept that the faculty applied pres- intimidation of a graduate student
Besides the obvious fallacies sure on the students to participate. in this Department, I refer the
This .is blatant nonsense. I can reader to the accompanying letter
in Mr. Malecki's logic and perception, the publication of this assure you, and the graduate stu- written by the student concerned
slanderous article also reflects
dents of this department can as- who disavows the intimidation with
a shocking lack of discretion, sure you, that no such pressure, far greater vigor than I would
taste, and responsibility on the direct or indirect, was placed dare.
on anyone. In passing, I will say
Sixth, Mr. Malecki says that
part of the editorial staff of SYNAPSIS , who allowed such ridiculous
that only 2 out of the 12 graduate improper political activity, such
and libelous statements to be parstudents in this department par- as using the departmental telephone number for the Day of Concern, can be stopped on the grounds
Editor: David E. Bomar, Dentistry
of property rights. Let me remind him that the Day of Concern
Advertising Manager: Floyd Pickett, Dentistry
Committee applied for and re/ tUtorialShift
ceived recognition by the Dean
Alan Boyne, (iraduate Student
of Students as a student-faculty
Aiis and Entertainment:
and as such was entitled
group
Huiih ftiheiro, Pharmacology
to use the facilities. Let me also
D (, W arnock. Medicine
remind him that political activity
I ft nun til -1 v \i.\tants
S Innan ft it'heru, (iraduate ,\ ursina
is not banned on this or any other

,

f\ in en Hi n. i. riuii nun
■Man Sin Denti\tr\

campus of the University—witness
the Young Democratic, Young Republican, and Young Socialist recognized student groups on the Berkeley campus. Let me alsoremind
him that the Day of Concern was

\

f'hotoumplis
hi i \ fit i>nit-\ ti
f*nbii( alions A \ \i\tam

f k<l( ahen
Advisors
( \invh W tiliui
Hiiihtim Stfaires

educational effort,
primarily
not a political one. Also, let me
an
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assure Mr. Malecki that I'm not
as one-sided as he would think,
since I would defend and encourage him to organize a Day in
support of technology and our society's use of it.
The last point is the most important one. Mr. Malecki can not
understand how an American scientist can accept a doctrine which
advocates "society's good, social

responsibilities,

and community
effort" over "individual good, in-

dividual responsibility, and individual effort". Let me try to
explain it to you. If there is one
fundamental concept which under-

civilization v reier you to
However, in an area where I know
a book by Peter Farb, MAN'S from direct experience that he
RISE TO CIVILIZATION), it is is factually in error, I must rethat as cultures evolve and maspond.
ture they tend to emphasize the
I'm a graduate student workwelfare of the group rather than ing under the direction of two of
that of the individual. So it is the professors accused of "exertwith our society. Fortunately, the ing pressure" on graduate stuworst of the days of LAISSEZ dents "to conform to the political
FAIRE, robber barons, slavery, views of his advisor." At no time
divine right of kings, and other has any attempt been made which
such devices to keep the people could remotely be interpreted in
from sharing in the benefits of this way. With respect to the
their society have now passed "Day of Concern" some graduate
away. And in its place, imperfect students in our department paras they are now, are the concepts ticipated; I and several others did
that people should have, as a not. It was an individual choice,
matter of right, adequate food, individually arrived at, and the
clothing, shelter, education, and variety of our behavior points out
medical care and that it is all of the absurdity of Mr. Malecki's
society's responsibility to see charge.
that all of the people share in
This seems a curiously inapprothese fundamental needs. Rather priate time to accuse students of
than have Mr. Malecki feel that intellectual puppetry or ideologifor cal submission. When Mr.Malecki
I (we) advocate this position
some personal gain, let me re- states ' 'the faculty makes graduate
mind him that Drs. Bishop, Boy- students tick," he presumably
er, Levintow, and Levlnson have speaks from his individual exper3 M.D.'s and 2 Ph.D's among ience. My feelings are rather that
them and have demonstrated suf- the capacity for critical judgment
ficient individual, creative respon- and intellectual independence
sibility and effort to achieve their which are the goal of graduate
present position.
education render the graduate stuIn closing, I would like to say dent particularly insusceptible to
that the next time Mr. Malecki an unreasoning acceptance of the
feels distrubed about matters of political views of another. Mr.
:his sort, he should siscuss them Malecki underestimates his fel"irst with the people concerned. low students.
In that way, perhaps the distorted
Nola Jackson
news which were presented would
Graduate Academic
lave been modified and the potenDepartment of Microbiology
:ial damage to the careers of
"our teachers and scientists could And...
tave been avoided.
Editor?
lies

'

. ..

Warren E. Levinson, M.D.,Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Microbiology

I must object strenuously to the
thoughtless and damaging accusations made by Mr. Malecki in a
recent issue of the SYNAPSE. For
And
the past year I have been associEditor:
ated with the Department of Microto
It seems without purpose
biology and working in the laboracomment on the type of interpretory of Dr. Levintow as a visiting
:ation contained in Mr. Malecki's
(TO PAGE 9)
Msril 28th letter to SYNAPSE.
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ASUC Election Results
Results of balloting of ASUC-MC are as follows:
President: S. Alex Stalcup, School of Medicine, 2nd year
Vice President: Dennis Spain, School of Dentistry, 2nd year
New student fee: YES: 636
NO 287
TOTAL 923
NURSING
COMMISSION MEDICINE DENTISTRY PHARMACY
Publications: Jim Storm
Bob Brewer Luann Dodinl Nancy
Snyder

Student
Affairs:

Gary

Hubiak Linda
Thornton

Vinnie

Teramoto
(graduate)

Community
Nancy Doyle

Health:

Aye

Balbutin

Cathy
Stegenga

Regental &

Academic Senate
Affairs:
J. Blattau
Interschool
Relations:
Thomas

Terry Hoover

Wm. Flackus Andre Meschi

Nachbauer

Internal
Affairs:

Chuck Payton Hilary Nelson

Teacher and
James
Curriculum Betty Jane
Katberg
P'efferbaum
Evaluation:

Tony
Monoguera

Wm. McGhan

Viki
Brown

Cathie
Horine
Paula
Purky'

New by-laws of constitution provide that the chairman of each
commission listed above is to be appointed by ASUC-MC president
and vice-president. Chairmen will have responsibility of corrdinating
and directing activities of their commission, attending meetings of
the ASUC council, Implementing budget decisions of the council and
working as a liason with appropriate faculty and administrative
groups related to the activities of their commission. Any students
interested in serving as the chairman of a commission should contact.
Alex Stalcup and Dennis Spain by calling Miki Herman, X2019.
The constitution further provides that the chairman of each commission may appoint one commissioner from each school and one
representative from the allied health professions. Any student who
wishes to be considered for appointment should also contact the new
president and vice president by calling X2019.
Information can be gained to the activities and positions available
in the new government by going to room 249, Millberry Union between
the hours of 12-2 pm. during the school week or by calling X2019.

New Position for Spillane
Spillane has earned and deserves
Millberry Union Director Robert A. Alexander today announced his new responsibilities and title.
that effective immediately, Warren In less than two year's time, he
D. Spillane (Union Food Services has not only reorganized our Food
Manager since 1967) will serve in Department and transformed it into
the new capacity of ASSISTANT a self-sustaining operation, he has
and perhaps even more imDIRECTOR BUILDING SERVICES.
gained the friendship
Following Mr. Edison Unos portant
transfer to the office of the Dean and professional respect of Union
of Students in October of 1968, members, departmental emSplllane has temporarily acted as ployees, and the campus adminisManager of both the Food and tration alike. We can all look forOperations Departments. In his ward to further progress andbenenew capacity as Assistant Direc- fits in his enlarged leadership
tor, he will coordinate the efforts role."
of the unit managers in the Bookstore, Food Services, and Operations Departments.
Mr. Spillane came to the Medical Center Campus following ten
Before departing I would like
very successful years in the Food
make a few comments about the
to
and Beverage Division of the dis- SYNAPSE with regard to frequency
tinguished St. Francis Hotel. A of publication, staff and content.
native of San Francisco, Spillane
At present, SYNAPSE is a
attended Sacred Heart High School, monthly publication. Given this
the University of San Francisco limitation it is difficult to treat
(B.S. degree, Economics, 1937), events of an ephemeral nature.
and the University of California In more than one case a controat Berkeley where he earned
versial issue has arisen and then
a teaching certificate in 1965. On regressed
without opportunity for
a limited basis, Millberry's new
opinion to make itself
student
Assistant Director retains a
heard. This situation will correct
faculty appointment at San Franitself to some extend next year,
cisco City College where he
for
the SYNAPSE will definitely
teaches a course in food and bev- become a weekly. Additionally,
erage controls to students in the material pertaining
to weekly hapRestaurant Management Cur- penings will be conveniently pubriculum.
lished in the form of a campus
With reference to Millberry's calendar.
revised table of organization,

-

-
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To the doctor at large abbreviations are part of the way of life.

MI, SGOT, PERLA are virtually
household words; but now there's
a new abbreviation in the campus
household UCAIR. What does it
mean? It means that at long last
the House Staff has organized itself into a group that willbe called
University of California Associ-

-

ation Interns and Residents.
Dean Cullen himself presented
the ideal opportunity for its conception when he called a meeting'
of the House Staff to invite them
to serve on a wide spectrum of
committees and to discuss with one

obstetrical care, and when pressed can vacation system. It's the hours
for a reply, have forgotten the of waiting in the x-ray file room
issue?
to hear a film can't be found. It's
Could it be that the Administra- the icy lettuce on frigid bread
tion agrees that House Staff saleuphemistically known as the 11:00
aries should be raised but have o'clock snack. It's the inadequate
never made its corporate voice medical and dental care for House
heard either through conservative Staff and dependents.
or radical means?
We're happy to introduce UCAIR
It's not only salaries and park- to the campus. We hope you'll suping we're up in arms about it's port us.
the hard bed in someone's airless
Nancy B. McWilliamsM.D.
office that passes as an "on-call
Beep #252
room". It's the catch-as-catchResident in Pediatrics

-

oryour

1600 Van Ness
CARLR.CARLSEN

discuss plans for organization

and proposed goals, and by May 1

the organization had become

a

reality.

NOW A new Branch Office to serve you

.

Phil Weinstein from the Department of Neurosurgery, an articu- 1
late and diplomatic spokesman,
was elected President of the group.
Jan Bossart and Mike Kaliner will
hold the office of vice president
and Jesse Kahn will be our secretary-treasurer.
The House Staff with its usual
perspicacity saw fit to put the
salary question at the top of its
dossier. Why must we, they asked
themselves, living in the second
most expensive city in the country,
take a second-rate salary, walk to

used
776-0880
No. Calif's Largest

Pantd Tjuu/d£wi£&, Int.

left.
A small group of militant House.
Staff met after the Dean's meeting
to

808 FOLEY

new

of the University's legal staff the
burning question of the $3600 fellowship tax deduction.
The House Staff found themselves in a sort of Limbo. "Go
ahead and claim the deduction, but
don't expect the University to support you" was the nebulous bit of
information with which we were

EN • PORSCHE
v OLKSWa6
see or call

Suite 207, 350 Parnassus
Phone 564-8197
Airline
II
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any hair work including hair pieces
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FASHION HUT COIFFURES
96 Judah near 6th Aye.
Phone 661-8436

work or pay through the nose for
parking, carry our lunch or fork
out money for a soggy sandwich
or microtome-sliced piece of
meat?

Why must we suffer when we're
stationed at U.C. In comparison
to the VA or the County? Why
does the Nobel-laureated University of California lag behind other
major universities in House Staff
benefits?
Could it be that the chiefs of
departments nod their heads to
individual House Staff demands
like negotiating for less expensive

SYNAPSE 1969-1970
aried Managing Editor instead of
the Editor, Advertising Manager
and those who can be persuaded to
give of their time. The present
situation is absurd: an Editor who
wants to write doesn't have the
time; an Editor who is interested
in the technical aspects of the production rather than writing could
never be attracted with wages of
Replacing the Editor will
be a Publications Commission,
which will have at least one person
elected from each school. This will
make sure that articles of interest
to

fgpnabu
904 IRVING ST.

Bring this advertisement
for

discount card

each of the schools are avail-

able for circulation.
It is my hope that a larger staff,
by bringing out the paper more

often, will enable us to include
year, the business end of the more timely material in our pubNext
Union Director Alexander com- operation will be handled by a sal- lication next year.
.gd.
mented as follows: "Warren

(good for one year)
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The Golden Cuirass
What is the differencebetween the
It is that the
dead are very dead.
This is the impression which the
student experiences upon removing
the sheets from his cadaver for the
first time. Their positions and expressions remind one of a deep and
serene sleep, and no matter how each
has died, all are ultimately dignified
by Denth. Death is as much a part
of life as life itself; it is the final
act of life, the quiet anticlimax of
the noisy turmoil with which we the
living commonly associate.
The student, upon beginning his
exploration of the human structures,
enters into a compact with his quiet
mentor: that, in the course of learning from his cadaver, he must not
living and the dead?

SEI-1707

Herb's
Apparel for Men

;

and Boys

Master Charge

j

Bankamericard

2219 IRVING STREET

%*/& looking

at an
insurance man
you can say
no to.

belittle, or maintain an attitude of capacity of the largest computer
disrespect toward his body. The cannot even begin to approximate
privilege of peering into the human
orgnanism, of gaining intimateknowl
edge of its construction, is con-

comitant and indissoluble with the
responsibility of recognizing its inherent dignity.
In the course of discovery, one
is struck by the solid masses of
red, heavy muscle and their silvergold tendons. The fusiform leg
muscles remind one of the basreliefs adorned with warriors poised
by bulging muscles of marble, of
that discus thrower by Myron, eternally balanced by his hardened
muscles. The tendons themselves,
tough sheets of gold, recall those
figures In bronze armor at Thermopylae, clad in golden cuirasses
bound by sturdy thongs of leather.
The imagination races to the glint
of Grecian armor in the dust-blown
desert as Xenophon's men march
across Persia.
Yet delicate are the movements
of these muscles, their actions complexly Interwoven by the loom of the
mind. The fingers dance incoordin-

ation, puppets controlled by slender
tendons manipulated from ribbons
of muscle. Another realization
springs from this fascination: that
the technology of man is scant

to

the

memory banks of the human

brain, and the discrepancy is only

exaggerated when the ration of the
amount of information stored to
weight or volume of the machine or

organ is calculated for both systems.
The Intricacy of the humanstruc-,
tures mislead one into the notion
that the organism is so very frail,
susceptible to the onslaught of biological adversaries or environmental hazards, limited by its own
flimsy layers of fascia. One almost
forgets that within this mere shell
of cells He the powerful passions,
thoughts and wills which uniquely
characterize the human species.
This poor mold of flash carries a
thousand mirror Images, such as the
brilliance of Shakespeare, the fanaticism of a Red Guard, the creative
springs of Picasso, the enigmatic
patience of Ho Chi Mlnh. Linked
with the myriad faces are the boundless potentials for the development
of each face. Throughout Its short
course of historical existence, the

human being has demonstrated to

his kind his awesome capacities for
love and hate, for beauty and ugliness. (And It Is his capacity for
the darker aspects of existence that

-
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propelled by their sweating charges. Llfe «
While the machine falls prey to rust
and grime and friction, the human
machine tolerates extreme ex-
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And men whose business it is
to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

..

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
of goals he can help you

life insurance.
you can
And remember
always say no to him.
accomplish with
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FREE HAMBURGER
To Stimulate our "Take Out" business
we are giving one of our regular
50 cent hamburgers
or 60 cent cheeseburgers FREE
with the purchase of two to go.

3 hamburgers $1.00 or 3 cheeseburgers $1.20
Burgers 50c Fries 20 c Shake 50c Steak Sandwich 90c

BURGER BOY
1309 9th Aye. (near Irving)
OPEN 11 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT.

TO

Carl K. Yorita
Medicine, Ist year
1403 Wlllard

posures, abuse, wear and tear of a
proportionately far greater magnitude.
If you have received a loan from
As the structures of the senses the Medical Center, and are gradunfold themselves, one realizes that uating this June, you are requested
no sensory computer system has to make an appointment with the
as yet been designed or manu- Student Accounts Office at 1310
factured which will simultaneously 3rd Aye.
perform all of the functions of
The purpose of the appointment
acquisition of information from senis to give you an exit intersory inputs, Integration of these in- view regarding your loan. The
formation bits, memory storage, and stipulations of notes you have
decision-making on the basis of past signed and- possible repayment
and present experience. Even the plans will be brought to your atvaunted computer system for the tention.
The Student Accounts Office is
ABM system Is fraught with difficulties when compared to the trackopen from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm,
ing abilities of the eye in following Monday through Friday. Telephone
a baseball. The massive storage extension 1348.
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SEI-7424

Ph. 564-4723
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Jet Charter Flights

EUROPE

LOANS

Donovan L Jenkins, C.LU.
One reason for our reputation
for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
attracted men of quality
men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.

posi

has been the cause of a general and

the unprecedented despair in the last
technology of Biology.
half-century). So mankind mimics
Though man has created robot the dance of Shiva, who holds in
manipulators, their movements are one hand the power of creation, and
yet clumsy compared to the manual In the other, the power of destrucskill involved In constructing a tion. But Shiva, unlike man, Is caresimple suture. Though bulldozers ful to separate these twoforceswith
and cranes move millions of cubl'c his third hand, in order to prevent
yards of earth, still the biological a cosmic cataclysm.
machine of man holds sway In .the
The student reminds himself of
comparatively technologically un- the being whom he Is studying, and
derdeveloped parts of the world. realizes that this person has attained
One need only recall the vision of a most special dignity. Despite whatendless lines of peasants passing ever course In life this person may
baskets of gravel to build a dam, have taken, In his final action, he
or the relentless stream of bicycle becomes a great teacher by guiding
carts coursing through the Jungle, the living through the structures of
and wanting in comparison

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR DISCOUNT ON RINGS
SECOND FLOOR LOCATION FOR YOUR LARGE SAVINGS
UNIQUELY DESIGNED RINGS EXTENSIVE SILVERWARE DISPLAY
278 Post street
PRFQAI
IA PZ9
CKbbAUAM
p H 781-7373
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Reserve Now—Space is Limited
Non Stop DC 8 Jets-Meals
Great in Flight Service
San Francisco London
$IAQ

Leave June 30

2.

-

S.F./London/S.F.
Lv. June 15, Ret. Sept. 11

3.

Round Trip

S.F./London/S.F.

-

Lv June 26, Ret. July 31
5.

Round trip

S.F./London/S.F.

Lv. June 17, Ret. Sept. 10
4.

San Francisco
Leave

Sept

11

107

One Way

Round Trip

London

$077

LI I

$077

LI I

$077

1

One Way

LI I

$10C

IZJ

These flights are open to student, faculty, staff employees and their immediate family. All
passengers must pay $10. registration feewith theirair fare

PHONE (415)392-8513
Mail Today for FREE Flight Information

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103
Please mail me information on flights
Name
Phone
Apt. #
Street
City, State & Zip
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International Summer Program
Twenty-five American college
students will have an opportunity
to participate in an International
Summer Program held on the Santa
Barbara campus from July 13 to
September 5, 1969. Approximately
100 foreign students will participate in the program which is designed to provide Intensive English
language training and to introduce
the foreign students to the American university system and to cul-

ASUC Action on
Federal "Freeze"
At the May 15 meeting of the
Associated Students of the U.C.
Medical Center, Mrs. Wanda Collins, a field-work supervisor from
the University of CaliforniaSchool
of Social Work, and Mrs. Rosa
Baime, Chairman of the SanFrancisco Welfare Rights Council,
spoke to the assembly on the problems facing welfare recipients in
the San Francisco Bay Area.
At the present time, a family
of four on welfare gets $221.00
per month. The federal government pays 75% of this allowance,
and the state pays 15% and the
county pays the remaining 10%.
On July 1, 1969, the federal government will enact a "freeze"
on AFDC funds (Aid to Families
with Dependent Children). According to Mrs. Collins, this freeze
will mean an approximate 40%
reduction in funds to welfarefamiI lies throughout thecountry. Seventy thousand persons" in S.an Francisco alone would be.affected by
the legislation.
Resolutions were passed by the
ASUCSFMC to support the San
Francisco Welfare Rights Council in its efforts to get appropriate legislation enacted at the
federal, state, and local levels.
A panel discussion will be held
on Monday, June 2, at noon in the
Millberry Union Lounge to discuss the immediate problem facing San Francisco Welfare recipients and to Inform health science
students on the socio-economicdimensions of the community's
health problems.
.For further Information, students may contact the San Francisco Welfare Rights Council, 311
Minna Street, Room 206, or phone

392-8076.
Sandy Marek
Nursing Student Body Pres.
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tural and social aspects of American life. Another main purpose
of the program Is to consider a
variety of contemporary American
issues, Including violence In

ciety and university life for the

drugs, etc.

Summer Program may

students. Each American
student selected to participate will
receive room, board, tuition,
books, and a $100 stipend.
Any Medical Centerstudents who
moraminority
groups,
America,
ality and the role of the church, are interested in the International
foreign
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American students will Nancy Kull in the Office of the
function as a group discussion Dean of Students (Room 66-U) for
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with it's pelicans.
Someday in that future, when you
are sitting on the back-porch of
the most beautiful Buckminster
Fuller dwelling and red birds,
blue birds and pelicans are swooping around a cosily warm nuclear
energy plant, you will probably
have little to do but make love and
strum on the old banjo. The following records are therefore reFrancisco

viewed with an eye toward what

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
PHONE 731-8270

clear accompaniments. Many of
the songs on RFI are now standards with white city players e.g.
Matchbox Blues, Walk Right In,
Alabama Women (look like section men).
Turning to more modern sounds,
the Incredible String Band has
just put out two new albums: 'Wee
Tarn* and 'The Big Huge*. I have
listened to the latter and it is
just the kind of thing you might
Band*, really came across as pri- find time to learn to do whilst
mitive jazz, but the feeling of sittdn' around the old nuclear ensoul was very much In evidence. ergy plant. Explorations ona sitar,
It is interesting to note that it was with songs adapted to that drawn
the depression which lowered the out harmonicity plus guitar things
price of costly jazz instruments and other instruments. Long philosufficiently to put them into the sophical whimsy songs:reflections
hands of the black population. on how a caterpillar can take great
Every cloud has a silver lining changes so easily compared to you
and all like that. I found both and I.
albums enjoyable and reminiscent
'Mr. Bojangles' Atco SD33-259
of pre-Beatles Liverpool town by Jerry Jeff Walker Is an album
sounds.
of songs of today performed by
The Yazoo Recording company the writer. His individuality is not
has the finest collection of Blues as sharp as that of some perrecordings I have heard, and if formers, but his style is his own
you are interested in this music, and many of the songs are very
I would recommend that you write enjoyable.
for a catalogue, which details the
Bukka White 'Sky Songs' Arselections on all their albums. hoolle FlOl9 Is a rediscovered
(Yazoo Records, 390 East Bth St., blues artist. Again a unique forNew York N.Y. 10009). With a mat
his songs are developed
collection as fine as they have, while he is singing them more or
it is hard to single out any, but less the way a raga finds it's
1 would recommend 'Guitar Wiz- path. This gives the recording
ards 1926-35* LIOI6, and 'Blind engineer some problems since the
Willie McTell: The early years songs may last longer than a
1927-33* LIOOS.
reel of tape at Is"per sec, so
RBF put out some of Samuel there has been some cuing beCharters collections of blues ma- tween the performer and the reterial; 'The Country Blues' RFI corder
like hurry'tip and entf
and 'Blues Roots/Mississippi' (RB it before the tape does. He plays
Fl4) are two of the earliest ones. a steel guitar which has a nice
Bo Carter on RBFI4 performs two lilting whine that doesn't get monopornographic blues with the saving tonous.
social grace of interesting and

Alan Boyne
usually liked the most up to date
versions but found earlier ones
the
and
other
population
If
boring.
bombs explode with a force short
Folkways has a series of alof total annihilation, we will probbums
on the history of Jazz. I
ably be able to tuck the experto Vol. 3, New Orleans
listened
ience in our back pockets and proand Vol. 5 Chicago. The names
ceed to an era of.reconstruction.
of the performers were very varWith less people pressure, the
ied and impressive and the quality
the
earth's
need to hyperfarm
the recording was better than
of
surface will be less; we may be
expected for the period. Some
able to reduce pesticide levels I
'Bunks Brass
and eventually repopulate San of the cuts, like

might be of benefit to your greater
enjoyment of home music making.
Starting with what is called pure
folk, Argo has released a series
of 10 LP's containing Traditional
Ballads In their English, Scots

and North American variants sung
by Peggy Seeger andEwanMcColl,
titled "The Long Harvestf*. Four
or five songs are chosen for each
record and are sung in their earliest and progressively more developed versions. They are, not the
kind of records one would throw
on the player for kicks, but will
be of interest to students of TraHirinnnl
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dancing nightly
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ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

DANCE TO THE GROOWfST MUSIC IN THE CITY
KENNY WINSTON AND THE RIGHT APPROACH
TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY
|
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HAPPY HOURS 5 9 P.M.
c
COCKTAILS 50

FREE FEED EACH TUESDAY

■

END OF SPRING QUARTER FRATERNITY PARTIES
CALL GORDON COOPER 661-7733 FOR SPECIALRATES

BRING THIS ADVERTISEMENT
|

FOR FREE COCKTAIL
LIMIT ONE PER PERSON

good mi
**"■

n pm.

"V««NG

Bth AYE. & IRVING Plenty of Parking in Rear

from European and American Artists
such as Riche, Corbeau, Jean Moret, Lewis,
Loman, Pierre and many others

Frames at 50% to 75% DISCOUNT
Also

Antiques, Ivorys, Tiffany Type Lamps

Please come in and browse
Open Daily from 11 to 5:30 Sunday 12 to 3pm
or by appointment- phone 564-9921

-

fflf ART GALLERY
535 Inrffig Street at 7tfi Avemie

"A llttt* a*!* of <*• w«y, but mud. Uta to my"
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PROGRESS HOMEWARE

June 6: "Lord Jim"
LO RD JIM based on the novel
by James Conrad brilliantly explores not only the romance and
beauty and terror of the sea,
but the poetry and degradation
possible to the human spirit.
Starring Peter o'Toole and James
Mason. Color.
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PLUMBING SUPPLIES
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BY HUGH RIBEIRO
New York Philharmonic,

i
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Leonard Bernstein, Conductor

Bernstein's Interpretation of Mahler's Sixth and Ninth Symphonies ranks as the finest performance to
date. Because of its reputed difficulty for orchestra, Mahler's Sixth is not as well known as most of
his other works; however, I consider this one of Mahler's most moving compositions, aptly titled
"Tragic" Symphony. The "Finale" of the Sixth Symphony was regarded by Mahler as an Involuntary
prophecy of his own doom, and questioned whether to have two rather than three hammer blows In the
"Finale" as was originally composed. Leonard Bernstein has reinstated the third "Hammerschlag,"

«-a*>,
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May

BHAmAVI" on Sarod 'SCIENCE AND
by Ashlsh Khan.
"RAGA

*

•

(MU Lounge)

June

23:

june

\

POLICY' Lecture Series

GOLDEN GROMMET

Education of Scientists &Non
"Scientists"

—

porary Films)

'The Drinking Part/ based on the
works of Plato (BBC)

30:

«•

834 IRVING near 10th Aye.
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Dresses
Ladies' Coats Suit*
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FOR THE PALL
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June 9:

16:
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Dr. Kenneth Thlmann, Provost
Crown College
Like an Orange" examines
the countless facets of an age- June 4 Wednesday: Science & Public Policy: Some
Prospects
puppetry. (Con- (MU Lounge)
old art
Dr. C. S. Wallia, UCMA
temporary Films)
ALL LECTURES AT NOON TIME
'The Other Russlas' a portrait
of Soviet Union as a whole.
CULTURAL ARTS SERIES
(BBC)
'The World of Carl Sandburg.
"HENRY MILLER ODYSSEY"
May 29 Thursday:
(Contemporary Films)
A new film biography by RobSanity'
from
the
world
-10
pm
'Escape
7:30
crt Snyder. $1.25 entrance.,
of a schizophrenic. (BBC)
'The Desert People. (Contem~WM

June 2:

7 June

PUBLIC

May 28 Wednesday:

26:

...

The

UCMC Calendar
MONDAY NOON FILMS

try

'
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the ordinary.

12 noon
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7°o IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF,

MONTROSE 1-2140

CITY WIDE DELIVERY

Concentus Muslcus of Vienna
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Conductor
Telefunken SKH 20/1-3

Nikolaus Harnoncourt has succeeded in vrecreating the Mass in the manner in which it might have
sounded had it been performed in Bach's own day. Authenticity In Bach Is apparent throughout this
recording} however, the fast tempo of the opening "Kyrle" Is among one of the surprises that may put
off traditionalists. Most of the voices are in fine form, especially Hansmann (first soprano), and
Equlluz (tenor). All in all, this Is anything but a traditionalreading, it Is a B minor mass quite out of

June 6 Friday:

■'

• PIZZERIA AND RESTAURANT

considering it essential to the fateful resolution of me symphonic drama. This recording is a must for
classical collectors.
n
Mass in B Minor
A

I "

You've tried them all, now

Columbia M3S 776

Performance: A-

->

—
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SE 1-6433

60 3 Irving
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Symphony No. 6 In A Minor
Symphony No. 9 in D Major

Performance:

imiiiiMiir

WISHING WELL

RECORD REVIEWS

J. S. Bach

—

the

"LORD JIM"

Mahler

724 IRVING STREET
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THE BEAUTIFUL BLACK MUSICAL
.„.„„„.

a

musical with p |only nf VOIVfi! A snnw
worth seEinß rßmarkab 'y a we and ki(:|(m R -very groovy score...the excellent all male cast
are splendidly funny...uncommonly fresh and
vital. Enjoyable entertainment!"
h,ack

''

EICHELBAUM. S.F. EXAMINER
"BTBW is a slice of the cool world... good songs
by Oscar Brown, Jr....magnificent performance
by Big Black... stimulating & enjoyable... Everybody ought to see it!"

.

-BARBARA BLADEN. SAN MATEO TIMES

_.„ ___-,

nnMMITTFFB3BWOwyGOWERYTHEfITFR

"Go See Big Time Buck White"
wasSFß man s f chron.c.

Performances a Prices Sunday, Wed, Thursday at 8:30; Seats $2.75, $3.74, $4.75. Friday

$3.50,$4,50*$5,50.
Tickets available at most leading box offices.

•

& Saturday 8:00 & 11:00;Seats

For information and reservations phone:

986-1639.
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Nursing Faculty Evaluates Graduate Program

GRADUATE NURSING NEWS
NEW DEAN SPEAKS
TO GRADUATE NURSE

ORGANIZATION
Dean Marjorie Dunlap was the
guest speaker at the May meeting
of the Graduate Nurse Organization. Her presentation centered
around four main themes; 1.) The
career ladder movement for health
services, 2.) Delineation of what

In his talk, "People Are Soccially Disabled," the noted psychiatrist discussed the shift in
care of the disabled from the family to society, and noted the decline in self-help devices and the
rise in state aid. He stated that
education is oriented to the symdisciplines (I.e. theology,
philosophy, law) and curricula need
to be revised to include the trial
bolic

and error which is more relevant
to the action disciples (i.e. en-

is nursing, 3.) Delivery of health
services, and 4.) The extended
role. Although Dean Dunlap didnot
present any pat answers for these
situations often viewed as problems, she did put them Into a
perspective for consideration.

G.N.O. LECTURE
The Graduate Nurse Organization sponsored a lecture Thursday evening, April 17, 1969, given
by Dr. Jurgen Ruesch. Dr. Ruesch

is Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of California School of
Medicine and Director of the Section of Social Psychiatry at the

Langley Porter Neuropsychiatry

Institute.

M
Phone:

■

.

SEX?

small study groups. Therefore,
every faculty member has been
involved. The Graduate Nursing nope
Organization has also participa- Just professional looking bio-medical drawings,
or charts
ted in the evaluation process graphs
A student in the medical illustration curriculum
through active representation at does the work.

AVENUE TYPEWRITER CO.

681-6371
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BELL'S JEWELERS

WATCH, CLOCK and JEWELRY REPAIR
DIAMONDS WATCHES JEWELRY GIFTS
661-10SO

Selected dates in June havebeen
reserved for faculty and students
to examine a "theoretical framework" for the graduate program.
The framework will be constructed by a Steering Committeefrom
discussion and decisions made by

-

-

Would you like to make friends
with people from interesting foreign lands? Approximately 200foreign scholars are on our campus
each year. Some come from as
near as Mexico and Canada; others fall quarter, all are full of quesarrive from great distances. We tions which need to be answered.
are proud that last year 36 counStudents, employees, faculty and
tries were represented on our
wives
interested in greeting our
campus.
foreign
scholars will meet at 5 PM
committee
is
formed
to
being
A
Tuesday
May 27 in HSW 300.
on
assist newly-arrived foreign stubut unable to attend,
interested
If
post-doctral
residents,
feldents,
leave
names
with Mrs. Virginia 1
lows and visiting faculty. Some
1063) or Dr.
Gardner
(extension
assistance
in finding housing;
need
others could use orientation to San Carlyn Halde (extension 2246).
-■■■

study.

ADDING MACHINES

Friends from Abroad

"

directed Its' full attention to these
and related issues through a series of workshops and small group

TYPEWRITERS

Marjorie Dunlap

a——

How can research be more effectively taught in the graduate
program? What are the areas of
specialization in nursing for the
future? How can graduate students
be prepared for role of teacher,
supervisor, and administrator for
current and future systems of
health care? Answers to these and
other questions are being formalized by nursing faculty and
students. Concepts derived by
study groups will be utilized as
bases for future program planning.
The School of Nursing currently
offers two graduate degrees. The
Master of Science degree emphasizes major study in one of
four clinical areas: Community

gineering, business) which prevail
today. The Third Industrial Revolution, he said, will bring a decline in bureaucratic-clerical jobs
faculty workshops and meetings, Its more palatable to yourbudget and it helps pay
as computers take overthe"paper
his rent.
as
the
Second
and
written critiques of some as- His drawings are designed for clarity, impact and
work," just
Industrial Revolution brought a dc
can enhance your next presentation.
Health, Maternal Child health, pects of the program.
crease in agricultural and indus- Medical-Surgical or Psychiatric
Shirley S. Chater, R.N., Ph.D. Call Mark Mikulich at 666-1557 and
trial jobs as mechanization in- nursing. The doctoral program
leave your number.
creased.
Associate Professor and
leads to the degree of Doctor of
Or call him at home during the evening,
752-7505.
Coordinator of Graduate
G.N.O. PRESENTS "ITEMS
Nursing Science, and provides opProgram Planning
FOR CONSIDERATION" TO
portunity for individual and InGRADUATE FACULTY
dependent program planning in
time when the news media clinical nursing, research, and
a
In
are filled with statements like, supportive sciences.
"STUDENTS STRIKE FOR THIRCurriculum evaluation by the
TEEN DEMANDS!" and "CLASSES total faculty began about 8 years
DEMISSED TO ALLOW PRESEN- ago with the study of the underTATION OF DEMANDS!" It should graduate program. In June, the
not go unnoticed when a group of third class will graduate from the
students choose an orderly process "new "experimental" curriculum
to express their opinions and rec- which views nursing as patient
Truly great value. Come see for yourself.
ommendations regarding the problem centered. The client is
course of their education.
As conceptualized as a set of sysa followup for the communication tems; therefore, content is or6101RVING ST., near 7th Aye.
forums held periodically to facili- ganized around 3 major systems:
tate the exchange between students Central, Proximal, Distal. Teachand faculty, a sub-committee of ing strategies utilize discoverythe Graduate Nurse Organization inquiry techniques. The baccal- rI
Council reviewed the forum sum- aureate curriculum has achieved
maries and documented concerns national recognition as one infrom the graduate nursing semi- novative approach to professional
nars and formulated a paper which nursing.
The undergraduate curriculum
they entitled "Items for Considhas had a positive effect upon the
eration by Graduate Faculty."
the G.N.U. from G.N.O. graduate programs. As nursing is
operationally defined within the
context of society at large and
the University Medical Center,
new areas of specialization and
Francisco and the Medical Center; research evolve. The faculty has
still others would enjoy conversation which included being tuned in
to American pronounciation. Arriving the first of July or for the

-
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FOOD MART
400 IRVING ST.
LO 6-7442
Quick Service For Busy People
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STELLINC
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sth Aye. & Irving
Hours 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
INCLUDING SUNDAY
FREE DELIVERY
OV 1-8794
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1/2 Mile from U.C. Hospital
<M
Sutro Forest Driving Range
1000 Clarendon Aye., S.F.
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LETTERS (CONT.)
graduate student from

a southern

university. During this time I have

observed no attempts on the part
of faculty members of this departcoment to "intimidate" or ".
ftrce graduate students to accept
their Ideas. .". Specifically, Mr.
Malecki relates an incidentinvolving a graduate student whoteaches
part-time at San Francisco State
JJCollege. Since I was present when
this incident occurred, I can assure
Mr. Malecki that although the student was called a "scab", this
was done in jest, for you see,
Malecki, this faculty member
a quality
has a sense of humor
which many of us lack. A question
which I wish to pose to you, Mr.
Malecki, is, did you, when you
writing your letter, think of
The possible damage you couldhave
caused this student byrelating this
Incident if, indeed, the faculty
member in question had been the
type of individual you implied?
Throughout Mr. Malecki's
letter, Individual members of the
faculty of the Department ofMicrobiology are castigated, either by
name or by implication, and are
Accused of attempting .to subvert
the political viewpoints of graduate
Students. In particular Mr. Malecki
singles out Dr. Levintow and states
that he made "improper" and*'ilgegal" statements concerning Dr.
Hayakawa from the lecture platform. This is a serious accusation and I ask Mr. Malecki what
were these Statements?Those of us
•who attended all of the classes do,

..

.

—

*

not

CremehiaSef

and since they were not repeated
in Mr. Malecki's letter, it would
be of Interest to know precisely
,'vhat these statements were.
Finally, I wish to point out to
Mr. Malecki that "society's good,
social responsibilities and community effort" are an outgrowth
of "Individual good, individual responsibility and individualeffort".
The two are not mutually exclusive and it is only through the
efforts of individuals that society
benefits. I point out to Mr. Malecki
t|i at these individual efforts must
be constructive and must exclude
thoughtless and emotional responses based upon half-truths,
implication, and mis-information.
William R. Smith
Department of Microbiology

•

And...
Editor:

>

were somehow dictated by some
of the Department faculty. Those
of us who participated in organizing and publicizing the Day ofConcern resent this attempt to discredit our personal efforts and
all of us resent the obvious accusation of being so unimaginative
and ideologically corrupt as to be
coerced into political activity by
threats to our academic careers.
This whole argument seems, under the circumstances, somewhat
absurd since only one graduate
student supervised by any of the
four professors accused of coercion participated actively in the
Day of Concern.
Further, we resent the slanderous use of hearsay and nonspecific accusations of ''illegal
statements" all used to attack
members of the Department of
Microbiology faculty. This is not
only poor journalism, but also
Indicates that the author may not
have given serious thought to the
rather serious charges contained
in his letter.
After reading the article carefully and realizing how many of
the basic facts, let alone assumptions, were obviously In error, we are puzzled at the Intent
of the letter. Why anyone would
conjure facts and wrench logic
to make the Day of Concern appear as a conspiracy against the
Individual exceeds our under
standing.
Joe Hedgpeth
Nola Jackson
Joanne Leong
George Raelantz
Jane Noble
Robert T. Toskverchlce

-

During the past week I personally contacted and discussed

the above controversy with each
of the concerned parties. This has
enabled me to come to some conclusions.
Dr. Malecki's charge that graduate students in Microbiology are
being coerced into conforming to
certain political views In unsubstantiated. After conferring with
him I have no doubt that he Is
sincere; the problem Is that his
charges are untrue.
I must, here, insert a confession: prior to publication I v<(ry
Imprudently showed three of the
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U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
paid teaching *•(«//
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP
including'

non

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
UNION NO. 2
CREDIT
WITH
CONSUMER
ALL
COMPARE THE RATES
DO

YOUR

FINANCING

CREDIT UNION LOANS.

AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1% per month rt 2Vi% per month

721 IRVING

REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
AS MUCH AS 33/3% LESS THAN MOST
,'/»% par

Take N' Car to Stella'j
Between Bth 9th

LOANS
AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL
ymer

1% par month '•)

po. b0x267.qr.nda.cauf.94s63

MAME
CITY
CALL (415) 546-1673 (5-8 PM)

month
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UCNA CHARTERS

]

BUY & DRIVE THE BEST $$ VALUE FOR 1969 DELIVERY
ANY PLACE SAVE HUNDREDSI

FAIR

r ..........

since 934"

605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye

BOOK

«

SEPT. 10-ONE WAY $125 STREET
DEPART OAKLAND TO LONDON
THERE IS A $10 REGISTRATION FEE

LIQUORS

•

Sam Morris

(TO PAGE 10)

DRESSES
& SPORfSWEAR

7 DEPENDABLE YEARS OF FLIGHTS ALL MONEY IS HELD IN A TRUST FUND

—
JUNE 28-JULY2B - $287
SEPT. 10-NOV. 22-$265

.

Stella*
QaAuali

» EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS
I JUNE 21-SEPT. 17 $277

'

WINES

-liquor specialists

A Footnote

As graduate students in the Department of Microbiology, we were
individually and collectively outraged upon first reading Mr. Malecki's article (letter?) In the April
»J8 SYNAPSE. Outraged first by
his assumption and later declaration that our political ideologies

'

' Morris Bros*

letters I received from MicroGrads to Dr. Malecki,
from whom I subsequently received another letter. The second
letter is not being published for
two reasons: (A) It contains comments on the three letters to which
the writers of the letters would ;
not have a chance to reply and
should not have to reply since Dr.
Malecki would not have known the
content of the letters except for
my own bad judgment. I will not!
give oneside an unfair advantage. ■
(B) It contains a statement which,
in my opinion, is frankly libelous
and subject to legal action without
a prayer of defense.
This Is not a function that I
biology

;

.

9
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INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE
ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN
j
Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
I
FINANCE THE CAR AT 54.75 per $100.00 per YEAR,
Life Insurance at no additional cost.

j

\

CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2
333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN. FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
PHONE 861-1830 LOAN INFORMATION 86T-4507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
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H-A Festival

on the various campuses and elicit their opinion about the Regents' proposal, and especially The Haight Ashbury Festival
enjoy performing, but considering
about the remedial steps suggestsee
no
other
will be May 24th and 25th from
the circumstances I
ed. An editorial policy and re- 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the "Pancourse of action.
the control of handle"; proceeds this year will
David E. Bomar view board under
unspecified persons may mean the go twards the child care center
Reply to Boyne
end of freedom of the press for they hope to establish.
students. Hopefully ASUCMC will We at the Med. Center can help
Editor:
seek clarification of the Regents' in two ways: 1) by GOING to the
for
the
If Alan Boyne's purpose
to
it should be lots of
article "Is the Pope Catholic" intent and take active steps
festival
publicathe
student
ensure
that
to play the role of a provocateur
FUN for all age groups; 2)byGIVis not hamthe article has merit, otherwise, tion on this campus
ING two hours of your time, if
of the
its
in
presentation
its time-worn, shallow and even pered
you are prepared In FIRST AID
society.
hollow arguments (was Christ the vital issues of our
(there is a sign-up poster for
Sincerely yours,
Son of God, did he actually rise
this outside of 2245).
Helen Niskala,
from the dead etc.) seem out of
Which ever way you choose,
Grad. Ac. -Nursing PLEASE try to come and show our
place in SYNAPSE. Much could
be said, written, in rebuttal to the
"neighbors" we care about what
(TO PAGE 11)
arguments but I have neither the
they are trying to dollI
time nor energy and SYNAPSE
neither the space. Therefore I
can most clearly and concisely
report what Dwight D. Eisenhower
wrote and said as my rebuttal:
"It takes no brains to be an atheist. Any stupid person can deny
Special Care Nurse
the existence of a supernatural

LETTERS (CONT.)

—

—
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HAVE YOU HAD "BUG-FEVER" YET?
YOU CAH GET IT NOW FOR
$199 DOWN

*

ON CREDIT APPROVAL

,

<

STAN CARLSEN, INC.

KtA

VOLKSWAGEN-PORSCHE
1900

-

;SJ

19th AYE. AT ORTEGA

°" 1"

564-5900

|

"OUR REPUTATION RIDES WITH YOU"

rh'ld P

hi

man's physical

senses cannot detect it. But there
cannot be ignored the influence

'

<

<

N

of conscience, the respect we feel
for moral law, the mystery of
first life on what once must have
been a molten mass, or the marvelous order in which the universe moves about us on this
earth. All of these evidence the
handiwork of a beneficent Deity.
For my part, that Deity is the
God of the Bible and of Christ,
his Son."
Sincerely yours,

John Bergey
Doctoral Student, Psych.
Nursing

Investigation

Editor,

In the last issue of the Synapse
you reported that at a recent
Regents' meeting at UCLA the
full Board of Regents supported
a resolution to conduct
thorough
investigation of all facets of the
campus publications subjects. This
investigation of campus papers by
the Regents is of concern in that
implicit in the act is the future
control of student publications.
Regent Canaday's contention that
obscene editorial and pictorial
content, the reporting of radical

•

political and social philosophies
and the advocacy of lawlessness
warrant study of student papers
is distressing. His position as-

sumes that students are not mature enough to read these papers
and to make their own conclusions
about the validity of the articles.
If one of the roles of the university is to help students to criti-

3/

The
professionals
',

cally analyze current issues they
need to read all points of view.
It is hoped that the President,
in his investigation of this matter, will consult with the students

,

o

408 IRVING STREET
HOURS 7:30 TO (t:0fl
SA TVRDA V 8:00 TO

681-5926

3:00

It's more than their way of talking and walking and working thatmakes Mount Sinai
nurses stand out as true professionals. What makes them the elite of their field is an
over-all natural sense of pride and pleasure in their work, plus the fact that they
are treated as professionals from their very first day.
For one thing, we make sure that you know your way around the hospital and your
service by giving you a thorough orientation. Then we offer you the type of nursing
experience you want, whether diversified or specialized, and encourage your advancement through in-service education as well as tuition refund plans for undergraduate
and graduate study. There are many other benefits too, all of which add up to career
satisfaction and bring you that special pride and pleasure in your work.
You can join the elite at Mount Sinai and become one of our professionals. Send
today for our brochure about nursing at Mount Sinai.

■

THE MOUNT SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER OF NEW YORK
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Personnel Administrator- Professional Nursing
THE MOUNT SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER OF NEW YORK
Fifth Aye. and 100th St. New York, N. Y. 10029

(
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p|eaje $end me your brochure about
nursing at The Mount Sinai Medical Center

[
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of New York.
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SPORTS AND RECREATION
Morse New
Recreation Manager

UCMC Campus Baseball Champs
Dent70's
and still get his man at first.
Short Stop
GARY WALKER,
speed let him cover a large hole

The junior dental students (Dents
•'70") reign supreme as school
champions this year after having
placed second in regular summer
play and winning both the play

—

-

Beginning Tuesday, May 20,
1969, Mr. Richard A. Morse will
assume the position of RECREATION

MANAGER for the

at short and a good deal of left Millberry Union.

NOW AVAILABLE-

Guy S.

field on high fly balls.
Mr. Morse was awarded a B.S.
offs between the top several teams
JOE SIGALA, degree (Recreation AdministraRoving Short
and finally defeating the senior his right field hitting confused tion) from the Pennsylvania State
medical students who were the opposing players.
University In 1959. Between 1959

—

summer league champs by a substantial margin. Although a little
rusty after a lengthy winter lay
off players showed good ball handling and substantial prowess at
the plate. The team members included:
Catcher CABOT ABLE, known
for his fancy foot work when getting a start running fromany base.
Pitcher
JIM POCO, several
swinging strike outs during play
made him one of the most respected pitchers in the league.
DON WATERS, his
Ist Base
foul balls at the plate for extended
periods of timefrustrated oppos-

Left Field

—

JOHN PETERSON, and 1961, he served as Director
of Parks and Recreation for the
City of Wilton, Connecticut. On

long legs and a sure eye made
his fielding essential.
Center Field
(808 STAGG)
(KEN KOVANDA), took turns plugging at this vital position.
JOHN BERK,
Right Field

—
—

leaving the New England area,
and through 1963, Morse was responsible for the construction and
operation of a new and major ski
wet grass tennis shoes made his resort area in Crested Butte, Colquick starts for the ball end up orado. Self-employed as a recon the ground more than once. reational and cultural program

—
—
—
—
—

There were other players who
were used from time to time as
needed, as well as a second class
team "the Rejects" who played
ball with a glove In one hand and
a can of beer in the other. They
were known for their fantastic
ing pitching.
End Base
MIKE FOSTER, ability to score runs as weU as
whose three home runs in the last not being able to field the ball,
which accounted for their losses.
game sparked the team.
Members, however, were usually
PADGAL3rd Base
KEITH
SKAS, quick reflexes allowed him having too much fun with the reto drop handcuffing line drives freshments to care.

See You at Strawberry
The Chancellor's Officerecently
announced that effective immediately, staff (half-time or more)
and faculty of the U.C. Medical
Center can now purchase recreational privilege cards for priv-

phoning the Millberry Union Recreation Department. Because of
already heavy schedules, group
reservations cannot be extended.)
The campus is particularly grate-

ful to Jan D. Blals, Chairman of

LETTERS (CONT.)
Synapse neglected to acknowledge

the efforts of other members of
1 have written a letter to Vicethe Graduate Nurse Organization.
hope
Oswald
with
the
president

An active, committed Council comof seminar representatives
posed
ner of the investigation, included
four clinical areas, memthe
from
on
inthe
are
comments
letter
in
of various committees and
bers
are
vestigations (which I think
necessary to the disposition of the Executive must receive credit
of GNO's accomplishorderly public business) and on for many
ments.
The
successful functioning
of
newseditorial
control
outside
organization is not due to
papers (which can be done with- of an
any one individual
out, to say the least). Space pre- the efforts of
cludes publication of the letter but due to the concerted efforts
of its members. It has been my
In this Issue, but if anyone is inpleasure to have been associated
matter,
the
in
discussing
terested
with a Council that provided conby all means get in touch.
-Ed. stant support and encouragement.
of clarifying the purpose and man-

Sincerely,

GNO Council
Editor,
The April 28, 1969 Issue of the

jS^T*nA
N

Helen Nlskala, President,
Graduate Nurse Organization

9TH AYE.

5663130

design
studio

ART & CRAFTS HANDWORK ALL

,

BUY NOW -1969 MODELS

- In Stock -

NEW-Electric Carriage return portable typewriters

COMPACT ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Recreation.
Mr. Morse is 37 years of age
and currently resides with his
wife and two children in Novato,
California.

ileges at the Berkeley campus the Chancellor's Advisory ComStrawberry Canyon Recreational mittee, Berkeley, Strawberry CanArea. Previously, these privileges yon Recreational Area, for his
were only available to residents Committee's favorable considerof t:ie East Bay. (Current rates ation to the proposal originally
member of the
for use of the Strawberry Canyon made to him by a
faculty.
Medical
Center
by
may
be
obtained
telefacility

SYNAPSE Replies

consultant since 1963, Mr. Morse
simultaneously continued graduate
studies at both the University of
Utah and San Francisco State College. Awarded the M.A. degree
in Recreation Administration from
San Francisco State, Morse remained on the S.F.S.C. faculty
during 1968-69 as an Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Health, Physical Education and

A MEDICAL BUILDING SUITE FOR RENT IN MEDICAL
AREA, PETALUMA, CALIF. A SUBURBAN LIVING
AREA SURROUNDED BY BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY. THIS
IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW PRACTICES. A
POPULATION OF 23,000 AND GROWING.
SHOWN BY APPT:
CALL 707 763-2393

—

R.A. Alexander

U.O
MARKET

OLYMPIA SMITH-CORONA
UNDERWOOD OLIVETTI

ADDING MACHINES

* F^^^^^^W

(RAY JONES MGR.)

2247 Market Street (Between 15th & 16th Sts)
Open Sat. From 10AM to 4 PM

"Just a stone's throw

from campus."

/

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.

•

Groceries Liquors
Delivery Service

W^m^^

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

566-2819 1251 3RD. AYE.

863-2700
IYES WE HAVEBEEN
SERVING UC MEDICAL CENTER FOR THE
I

.

PAST 15 YEARS. PROMPT PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE.

PERSONALLY TAILORED
INSURANCE
ALL FORMS TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THE U.C. MEDICAL CENTER PERSONNEL
FACULTY-STUDENT BODY-EMPLOYEES
EVENING AND WEEKEND APPOINTMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE AT OUR CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OFFICE
24 Hour Phone Service-Telephone Inquiries Invited

JOHN J. NATHAN & SON
GENERAL INSURANCE - INCLUDING LIFE
2151 IRVING STREET at 23rd Aye.
PHONE 661-7000
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W. SHIMEK
WALTER
10th AYE.
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